In this study, an image-assisted Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) parameter inverse method is proposed to identify the design parameters. In the proposed method, the images are mapped to a low-dimensional latent space by Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE), and the information loss is minimized by network training. Therefore, an effective trade-off between information loss and computational cost can be achieved by using the latent variables of VAE as summary statistics of ABC, which overcomes the difficulty of selecting summary statistics in the ABC. Besides, for some practical engineering problems, processing the images as objective function can effective show the response result. Meanwhile, the relationship between design parameters and the latent variables is constructed by Least Squares Support Vector Regression (LSSVR) surrogate model. With the well-constructed LSSVR model, the simulation coefficient vectors under given parameters will be determined effectively. Then, the parameters to be identified are determined by comparing the simulated and observed coefficient vectors in ABC. Finally, a sheet forming problem is investgated by the suggested method. The material parameters of the blank and the process parameters of the forming process are identified. Results show that the method is feasibility and effective for the identification of sheet forming parameters.
Introduction
At present, the hybrid numerical method [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] based on the combination of experiment and simulation is a commonly used inverse method. For the hybrid numerical method, which is based on deterministic identification, little attention is paid to the uncertainty in the reverse process. However, uncertainties generally exist in engineering practice [7] . The uncertainties usually arise from material constitutive model parameters, structural geometric parameters, boundary conditions, initial conditions, measurement information, cognitive judgment and calculation methods [8, 9] . Therefore, the deterministic reverse method is difficult to measure the credibility of the reverse result in the intricate practical engineering. Due to the existence of uncertainty, small fluctuations in the design parameters may lead to large deviations in the response space [10] . Therefore, the parameter identification of uncertainty is meaningful for analyzing the degree of influence of the inevitable uncertainty factors on the results. Meanwhile, more parameter information can be obtained by the uncertainty analysis [11] .
In the existing uncertain analysis methods, Bayesian inference [12] is widely used to solve inverse problems due to its flexibility. Some investigations have shown the feasibility of Bayesian inference in the parameter identification of uncertainty [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Under the Bayesian framework, the probability distribution of unknown parameters can be obtained with prior information. However, the likelihood function of Bayesian framework is always difficult to obtain for complex engineering problems. In order to address this problem, Pritchard et al. proposed an Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) method that bypassed the intractable likelihood function [19] . In the ABC, the distance between simulated data and observed data is compared [20] . If the distance satisfies a small tolerance value, the corresponding parameter values of simulated data are retained, vice versa. Generally, generation of a set of simulated data with a very small distance from observed data with high data dimensions is extremely expensive and even prohibited. Therefore, the low-dimensional summary statistics are used to replace the high-dimensional data [21] . There are two requirements for the summary statistics. First, in order to improve the computational efficiency, the scale of the summary statistics should be as small as possible. Second, in order to minimize information loss, the features of the high-dimensional data should be extracted to the utmost. However, this trade-off is difficult to achieve. Therefore, a large number of researchers focused on the selection of the summary statistics. Many methods have been proposed, such as regularization approach [22] , the best subset selection method [23] , projection methods [24, 25] , etc. More details can be found in Prangle's summaries [26] .
In order to compromise information loss and computational efficiency, images are mapped to a low-dimensional latent space using Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) in this study. The VAE was first proposed by Kingma et al [27] . In recent years, the VAE has already shown promise in extracting features and reconstructing samples of a complex model. Li et al. (2017) proposed a new unsupervised sentence saliency framework for multi-document summarization by modeling the observed sentences and their corresponding latent semantics with the VAE. The test results proved that the proposed framework could achieve a better performance [28] . Hjelm et al. (2016) demonstrated that VAE was a viable method for feature extraction with magnetic resonance imaging data by dimensionality reduction and reconstruction of the raw data [29] . Pekhovsky et al. (2017) investigated a new i-vector speaker recognition system based on VAE, in which the VAE played an important role for capturing the characteristics of complex input data distribution [30] . Eleftheriadis et al. (2016) combined the Gaussian process with the VAE to ordinal prediction of facial action units and the test has obtained satisfactory results [31] . For VAE, the image can be trained to obtain a set of feature latent variables which can fully reflect the image characteristics.
Moreover, the dimensions of feature latent variables in VAE may be set as needed.
Therefore, the latent variables in the VA E can be used as the summary statistics, which can obtain more model information at a smaller scale. Meanwhile, in order to conveniently use the feature latent variables in the VAE, Least Squares Support Vector Regression (LSSVR) surrogate model [32] is used to construct the relationship between design parameters and feature latent variables. Therefore, the computational efficiency can be greatly improved by an accurate LSSVR model. Finally, the parameters can be determined by comparing the difference between the observed and simulated coefficient vectors composed of characteristic latent variables.
In order to obtain the posterior distribution of the material parameters efficiently, it is also important to select a suitable sampling method for the ABC. Actually, there are many kinds of sampling methods for the ABC, and the ABC rejection sampling method is the simplest one [19] . However, the ABC-rejection sampling is not the efficient one due to its high rejection rate for a very small tolerance value. Therefore, Marjoram et al. [33] extended the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method into the ABC framework to increase the acceptance rate of samples. However, the ABC-MCMC sampling method is difficult to converge for complex problems [34] . Meanwhile, the ABC Partial Rejection Control (ABC-PRC) sampling method uses the idea of the particle filter to make up for the defects of ABC-MCMC sampling [35] . Beaumont et al. explained that the ABC-PRC sampling might cause a biased estimate of the posterior, and proposed the ABC Population Monte Carlo (ABC-PMC) sampling method to solve this problem [36] . Compared with the ABC-PMC sampling, which uses an adaptive Gaussian transition kernel, the ABC Sequence Monte Carlo (ABC-SMC) [37] sampling method has no restrictions on the transition kernel. In this study, the ABC Nonparametric Population Monte Carlo (ABC-NPMC) [38] sampling method based on the ABC-PMC with adaptive tolerance is used, which can make sampling achieve high efficiency.
However, with the increas of complexity and computational cost in product design, the popular uncertainty analysis algorithms seem to be difficult to handle such problems.
Sheet metal forming is a such kind of problem and has been widely used in automobile, aviation, household electronics and other fields. For sheet metal forming design, it is a complex problem which is difficult to be handled due to its expensive computatial cost.
In the past decades, the optimization and inverse methods have been widely used [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . Commonly, most of these methods obtain a point estimation of design parameters.
However, considering the uncertainty, the fluctuation of design parameters might lead to the diversity of forming quality, and the parameters corresponding to the required forming quality should be a range, rather than a value. Moreover, once the geometric shape of the forming part is determined, the main uncertainties affecting the forming quality are the material parameters of blank and the process parameters of forming process.With the increase of design varaibles, the computationl cost of should be increased significantly due to the curse of dimensionaly. Therefore, the VAE which can be applied dimension reduction in this study. Additonaly, It should be noted that the common forming defects in the sheet metal forming are wrinkling and cracking. In the existing research, the determination of parameters [45, 46] are mostly based on the forming criteria, such as thickness variation [47] and Forming Limit Diagram (FLD) [48, 49] which is difficult to fully reflect the forming quality. For example, these existing forming criteria focus on non-working areas that have little impact on formability, which is an interference to the determination of parameters. Furthermore, great differences in formability mapping to the objective function may be similar.
Therefore, a more comprehensive evaluation criterion of sheet metal forming quality is needed. In the current work, the image (FLD) is processed directly as an objective function which can completely restract the characteristics of formed blank and reflect the forming quality.
In this study, the VAE is extended into the ABC in order to compromise the information loss and computational cost of the summary statistics. The relationship between design parameters and feature latent variables in the VAE is constructed by the LSSVR surrogate model. The design parameters will be identified by the VAE-based ABC method. For the proposed method, the posterior distribution of design parameters is obtained by ABC-NPMC sampling method. Taking sheet metal forming as an example, the material parameters and process parameters are identified by the proposed method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, Variational Auto-Encoder is introduced. In Section 3, the VAE-based ABC method is proposed. In Section 4, the design parameters of the sheet metal forming are identified by the proposed method. In the final Section, the conclusions are given. Figure 1 shows the network structure of the VAE [50] . For a given dataset
Variational Auto-Encoder
The equation is as follows:
Here the reparameterization trick is used to determine Z .
( , ) f = = + Z e u σ eu (2) where e is an independent auxiliary vector (3)
where  and γ are parameter vectors of the encoder and decoder, respectively.
Formally, as shown in Eq. (5), the KL divergence is used to measure the similarity between the approximate posterior ( | ) q ZD and the true posterior ( | ) P ZD.
is the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) of the log ( ) P D . For the given dataset D , ( For the second term in b L , it is difficult to obtain an analytical expression, but it is actually equivalent to minimizing the difference between input D and output
As shown in Eq. (8), the square error function is used here to evaluate this difference. 2 ( , ) L( , g ( ))
Based on Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), when the network has been completely trained, the optimized objective function is: Fig. 1 The VAE network structure
mn  , it's a dimension reduction process, the network attempts to use Z to describe D on a smaller scale while minimizing information loss.
VAE-based ABC method

Approximate Bayesian Computation
Bayesian framework is widely used in inverse problems because it can provide more parameter information and its flexibility. In the Bayesian framework, the posterior distribution of parameters can be obtained by regularizing the ill-posed inverse problem with prior information. Its equation is as follows:
where θ is the design parameter vector, () P θ is the prior probability of θ , D is the
and ( | )
P θ D is the posterior probability of θ . Normally, () P D can be normalized to a constant, so the Eq. (10) can be written as:
For some complex models, it is tricky to obtain an analytical expression of the 
Here, the Euclidean distance is used to compare the distance between D and D . If the ε is very small, the posterior ( | ) P θ D can be approximated to
Generally, with the data dimension increases, it becomes more difficult to generate a simulated data D that has a small distance from the observed data D. Formally, the low-dimensional summary statistic () S D can be used instead of the high-dimensional data D. So, the Eq. (13) changes to the following form:
If the summary statistic () S D is sufficient for the θ , () S D will capture all the information about θ in the data D, then the calculation efficiency will be improved in this way without any error. Thus, the selection of summary statistics is the key to ABC implementation. If the scale of the summary statistics is too small, it may contain only a small part of information for θ , and the result of the calculation will be inaccurate.
Conversely, if the scale of the summary statistics is too large, it will cost expensive calculations even though with a lot of parameter information.
VAE-based ABC framework
To make an effective trade-off between information loss and computational cost, the VAE is extended to ABC. The VAE has shown advantages in extracting features and reconstructing samples [28-31, 51, 52] . With the VAE, the high-dimensional observations can be projected into a low-dimensional latent space with minimal information loss. Obviously, the latent variable Z in VAE can effectively meet the two requirements of summary statistics. Therefore, it is appropriate to extend the VAE into ABC. The latent variable Z can be determined by Eq. (3). Meanwhile, the highdimensional data can be explicitly represented by low-dimensional Z according to Eq.
(4). Therefore, the Eq. (14) is rewritten as follows:
For a well trained VAE model, its decoding function g ( ) γ Z is deterministic and the observed data D is only linearly related to Z. So, Eq. (15) can be rewritten as:
where Z and Ẑ present the observed coefficient vector and the simulated coefficient vector of the ABC, respectively. In order to implement the ABC, the simulated coefficient vector under a given parameter vector needs to be obtained by Finite Among them, the ABC-PMC sampling strategy is a competitive one and optimizes sampling acceptance probability with an adaptive Gaussian transition kernel [20] . Assuming that the number of iterations is T and each particle pool contains N particles. In the t-th (
 are given as:
In this study, the ABC-NPMC sampling method based on the ABC-PMC is used. In the ABC-PMC, all information is known except the decreasing sequence of tolerance ε.
Unlike the ABC-PMC, the ABC-NPMC sampling method can adaptively determine the ε, which is helpful for sampling. The details can be found in Ref. [38] .
The flowchart of the VAE-based ABC method is shown in Fig. 2 Zs as shown in Fig.2 (c) .
f. Obtain responses
Zt of the test samples by the constructed LV-LSSVR model as shown in Fig.2 (d Fig. 2 The flowchart of the VAE-based ABC method
Identification of sheet metal forming parameters
Due to the increasing complexity of sheet metal forming, it is usually difficult to obtain a forming part without cracking and wrinkling effectively in practical engineering.
Generally, a lot of simulations and experiments are required to find an approximately appropriate forming parameters which will greatly increase the design cycle of the product. Therefore, the parameter identification is needed. However, the parameter identification of forming process is a high computational cost problem. Moreover, it is difficult to set an effective objective function to reflect the forming quality. Therefore, the VAE-based ABC method that can handle such problems is proposed.
In the existing methods, several criteria are used as objective function to reflect the forming quality [42] , such as thickness reduction, FLD and springback. The thickness reduction is allowed as a formability criterion because a crack is always preceded by a high thinning and wrinkling is always preceded by a high thickening in practice [54] .
The thinning rate between the initial and final states is given by Barlet [47] , et al, as 
The springback [56, 57] is commonly measured by the distance between nodes on a drawn part before and after springback. The springback criterion can be used for regular shapes, for complex geometric shapes, how to establish a reasonable criterion remains to be further studied. Actually, due to the complexity of sheet metal forming design, the existing criteria are difficult to completely reflect the forming quality. Therefore, the image (FLD) is processed directly as objective function in this study, which can completely restract the characteristics of formed blank and reflect the forming quality.
In this section, the proposed method is used to identify the sheet metal forming parameters and the details are presented as follows.
FE model
In this case, LSDYNA is used for simulation. The forming part is an engine inner hood and the CAD model as shown in Fig. 3 . The FE model is composed of blank and tools (die, punch and binder). The blank is modeled by 8,066 quadrilateral elements. The blank thickness is 0.8mm and the material is DC04_0.80 mm (36) . The final formed FLD is shown in Fig. 4 . Its FLD can be parttioned as 6 regions involving crack, risk of crack, safe, insufficient stretch, wrinkle tendency and wrinkles.
For each region, the corresponding color is displayed. The crack, wrinkles and safe areas are mainly considered. For sheet metal forming, it is necessary to maximize the number of elements in the safe area and the elements without crack and wrinkles.
Considering the uncertainty, the parameters corresponding to promising forming quality should be within a certain range. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the material parameters and process parameters, and find the optimum parameter range for the forming result. In the current work, a total of 12 material parameters and process parameters to be identified are listed in Table 1 . 
Image preprocessing
As for sheet metal forming parts, the forming quality can be determined directly by the FLD. However, as mentioned before, the FLD not only describes the working region, but also expresses the forming performance of the non-working region with little influence on the working region. Therefore, the image processing technique based on
OpenCV is applied to segment the working region and non-working region, and the working region is studied in current work. Then, the objective image is reconstructed from the existing ones, which is beneficial to the subsequent parameter identification.
In this work, 800 parameter vectors are sampled by the LHD as training samples, and the FLDs are obtained by FE simulation with these samples. The non-working region of blank after forming is not considered. Then, the mask based on the punch border as shown in Fig.5 is employed to obtain the expected images for training. Actually, a perfect forming performance which the FLD is all green in working region is usually dose not require FE evluations. Therefore, considering the different values of green pixels in different positions in the image, a new objective image can be generated by pixel replacement based on the given evluated 800 training images. Firstly, an image is selected from the existing image set. Then, traversing the entire image set, the nongreen pixels in the selected image are replaced by the green pixels in the same position on other images to generate the objective image instead of the FE evalution. The image processing process is shown in Fig. 5 . The detailed process is shown in Fig. 5 The image processing for sheet forming problem
Identification of parameters
As shown in Fig. 6 , the input of the encoder of VAE is the image to be trained, and the (29) where  is a value between 0 and 1, which is set to 0.2 from reference [59] . The input and output sizes, filter shape, strides, and padding rule for each layer of the encoder are shown in Table 3 . Fig. 6 The architecture of the VAE The optimizer used in the VAE is the Adaptive Moment Estimation optimizer (Adam) [60] , which is essentially the Root Mean Square Prop (RMSProp) [61] with momentum factor. The Adam integrates the advantages of Adaptive Gradient (AdaGrad) [62] and
RMSProp, and has lower computing cost. Besides, it performs well in most non-convex optimization, large data sets and high-dimensional space [59] . In the current work, the [63] is used to compare image similarity. In the SSIM, the differences of the luminance, contrast, and structure of the image are considered comprehensively, so it is widely used [64] . For two images x, y, their SSIM is: 
The SSIM is a value between 0 and 1, and the larger the SSIM, the smaller the difference between the two images. Figure 9 shows the SSIM of 350 sets of test images and corresponding pseudo images, and the mean of these SSIMs is 0.9193. It can be found that all SSIM values are above 0.8, and most of them are above 0.9. It means that most of the test images and the corresponding pseudo images are not much different. Figure   10 shows the partial comparison results of the images. Fig. 9 The SSIM values of test images and corresponding pseudo images
Test images
Corresponding pseudo images Fig. 10 The test images and corresponding pseudo images
The posterior distributions of the parameters obtained by comparing the observed coefficient vector Zo and simulated coefficient vector Ẑ with the ABC-NPMC sampling are shown in Fig. 11 . The mean and STD of the posterior distribution are listed in Table 5 . The VAE can reduce the original dimension to one-dimensional data, so the efficiency of ABC can be greatly improved by using reduced-dimensional data.
Due to the image is processed as the objective function, the defect that the formability criteria in the traditional methods cannot fully reflect the forming quality is remedied.
The working area is separated from the FLD by processing images, which prevents the interference of the non-working area for parameter inversion and makes the identification result more sufficient and effective. Simultaneously, the proposed method establishes an accurate LV-LSSVR surrogate model with a small number of samples, so that the simulated coefficient vectors in the ABC-NPMC sampling can be predicted with the established model to replace the time-consuming metal forming simulation.
For the ABC-NPMC sampling, the tolerance  value decreases gradually with the increase of iteration steps, which ensures that the simulated coefficient vectors are closer to the observed coefficient vectors. Figure 12 shows the  value in the iteration process. It can be found that the final  value is very small, which means that the last reserved the simulated coefficient vector is infinitely close to the observed one.
Therefore, the proposed method can effectively obtain the posterior distribution of the parameters, which is meaningful for uncertainty identification of parameters and dealing with complex sheet metal forming problem. 
Verification of result
In this study, in order to verify the accuracy of the identification result, 50 samples are randomly selected from the posterior distribution and the FLDs are obtained by FE simulations. Meanwhile, the means of posterior distribution are also simulated to obtain a FLD. Figure 13 shows randomly selected 6 FLDs of previous 50 generated samples, the first of which is the results obtained with the mean of the posterior distribution. It can be found that there are still some cracks on the partial FLDs, but the area of cracks is relative small. Similarly, the wrinkles appear in the non-working areas of each FLD.
For the FLD obtained with the mean of the posterior distribution, there is no wrinkle and crack in the working area.
Crack
Risk of crack Safe
Insufficient Stretch Wrinkle Tendency Wrinkles Fig. 13 The verification of result
The numbers of cracked elements and wrinkled elements in 51 FLDs are shown in Fig. 14. It can be found that some FLDs still have cracked elements, but the number of cracked elements is extremely small, which is acceptable. Although the number of the wrinkles elements is more than that of the cracked elements, they are all in the nonworking area of the forming part, which can be considered as no influence on metal forming. Therefore, the parameter vector obtained by the proposed method is practical, which is of great significance for studying the metal forming properties. In addition, the means of posterior distribution can be used as the point estimation for the identified parameters, and the STD of the posterior probability distribution can be used as the uncertainty in the identification process. ➢ In order to fully reflect the forming quality, the method of image recognition is directly used to define the formability criterion, which handles the drawback that the objective function cannot be accurately defined.
➢ In sheet metal forming, it is difficult to obtain the objective image directly by FE simulation due to its expensive computational cost. To solve this problem, the pesodu image should be generated from the evaluated cases and can be regarded as new samples in identicaitoon procedure.
➢ The VAE-based ABC method is feasibility and effective for identifying metal forming parameters. Furthermore, the proposed method can be applied to other similar parameter identification theoretically. 
